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Description

Ever since I've been using audacious I had a setting for playlist title to display file extensions in brackets, like this:

${filename} (${file-ext})

But ever since I resetted the configuration, the player stopped displaying the file extension - here's a screenshot of the setting. I tried

with the qt interface as well but it still won't display it.

https://i.imgur.com/EuLI5fw.png

And here's a screenshot of the same setting BEFORE the config reset: https://i.imgur.com/u7Dasi5.png This was a setting leftover

from 3.10.1.

Version 4.2-beta1.

History

#1 - April 11, 2022 10:06 - Thomas Lange

- Status changed from New to Rejected

As already mentioned in #1167, your format is wrong.

It must be "${file-name} (${file-ext})" instead of "${filename} (${file-ext})".

#2 - April 11, 2022 15:11 - Jonathan Archer

Thomas Lange wrote:

As already mentioned in #1167, your format is wrong.

It must be "${file-name} (${file-ext})" instead of "${filename} (${file-ext})".

 

Are you both dumb and blind, by any chance? I already told you that it works with both 'file-name' AND 'filename'. I also told you I have a problem with

the other string that's supposed to display the EXTENSION of the file!!! If you don't know what "extension" is, then educate yourself. I even showed

you a screenshot of what {file-ext} is supposed to look like and you keep ignoring it! That makes me think you're dumb!

#3 - April 11, 2022 18:10 - Thomas Lange

- File Settings.png added

- File Playlist.png added
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You keep ignoring my advice and apparently haven't even tried the correct format string.

Therefore I am unsure who's dumb here. ;) It works! See the attached screenshots. End of story.

#4 - April 11, 2022 19:47 - John Lindgren

I have locked Jonathan's account.  Name-calling is childish and not welcome here.

Files

Playlist.png 47.9 KB April 11, 2022 Thomas Lange

Settings.png 77 KB April 11, 2022 Thomas Lange
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